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1. Introdu~on 
Let %n denote the set of injective, partial self-maps on a set of n elements (this 
notation comes from [2]). If further, this set is linearly ordered, let Se, denote the 
subset of order decreasing injective partial self-maps. In this paper we compute 
the generating functions of r, = l%!,J and b, = I9l,J. It turns out that these 
enumerative problems are closely related to Bell numbers, Sterling numbers of 
the second kind and Laguerre polynomials; known to many as some of the 
prettiest gems of combinatorial theory ([l] p. 67, 91, 116 and 232). It is initially 
very surprising that there should be such a direct correspondence between 
partitions and order decreasing injective partial maps. 
The motivation for this problem originally came from 121, where it was made 
clear that we are (here) dealing with the most familiar interesting case in the 
recursive enumeration of generalized Bruhat cells on algebraic monoids. To be 
more specific, let M = M&) and let Bn be identified with the set of 0, 1 matrices 
with at most one nonzero entry in each row and column. Then there is exactly 
one element of 3,, in each two-sided B-orbit on M (where B is the upper 
triangular group). Se, corresponds to the set of orbits of upper triangular 
matrices. 
Notice that %& is an inverse semigroup under composition of partial functions, 
usually referred to as the symmetric inverse semigroup on n letters. In fact, %!,, 
plays the same role in inverse semigroup theory as does the symmetric group in 
group theory. It appears tha t there are many other infinite families of algebraic 
monoids which yield enumer:tri>c prt3tilerns imilar to the one solved here. 
*Suppxted by NSERC. 
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2. Injective partial transformations 
Let r, = I%,, 1, the number of injective partial maps on the set of rr elements. It 
is fairly easy to see that r, = ~~E=o (T)n!/i! and this leads to one proof of the 
following proposition (see Remark 2.2). However, we first provide a direct 
enumerative proof. 
Pnrpos~tion 2.1. 
(a) rO=l, r1=2. 
(b) r, = 2nr,_i - (n - 1)2rn_2 for n 3 2. 
Proof. (a) is obvious, so consider (b). Let R7 denote the set of injective, partial 
functions from a set of size i to a set of size i, and let rij = l%ijl. Note that Gi = ri. 
Let n 2 1, and distinguish an element x E n + 1, the set with n + 1 elements. We 
claim that 
C-I+1 = r, 4- (n + l)rm + nr,,,,,. (1) 
Indeed, 
r, = I{f E %+i 1 x $ DomaWfj U Range(f))1 
(n + l)m = I(f E %+I 1 x E Domain(f))l, and 
nT=z-,*, = l{f E s+i ] x E Range(f)\Domain(f)}j. 
Similarly, 
r n-1.n = r,_l + (n - l)r,_,,_, (2) 
since (choosing a distinguished element y E Q) we have r,_ 1 = 1 {f E 3, --l,n 1 y $ 
Range(f)}1 and (n - l)r,_2,n_1 = I{f E %n_-l,n I y E Range(f)}l. So repeated ap- 
plication of (2) yields 
n-1 
c 
n! n! 
nr,_,., = -- 
i:l( ) 
.= 
n -i ! 
r *--I c -4. i=O i! (3) 
Putting (1) and (3) together yields 
r,+l =(n +2)r, +n2$ri 
i=O l 
Rut then 
*n+l -(n +2)r, =ng’q, 
i=O 1. 
n-2 (n - l)! 
=nr,_,+n C 
i=O i! ri 
= nr,_l + n(m - (n + l)r,_l). 
The last equality follows from (4). Thus, r,+l = 2(n + l)m - n2r,_*. Cl 
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Remark 2.2. Alternately, we could let 
1 
c 
1 
c, =zrn= ( ) . i, (i!)‘(n - i)! ’ 
Then 
00 
c C,X" 
n=O 
so that 
00 OD 
e -x c c,x” = c 
x* 
- 
n=O n=O (1 n! 2’ 
Then since 
we obtain 
00 
e -X c 
n=O 
Expand this out, cancel the e-* r and equate coefficients to get the desired result. 
We now compute the generating function of the r,‘s by solving the appropriate 
differential equation. 
Theorem 2.3. Let r(x) = Crzo (r-/n !)x”. Then r(x) converges for 1x1 s 1 to the 
function e x’(*-x) /( 1 - x). Furthermore, r(x) satisfies the differentiai equation 
r’(x) 2-x 
T(x)=(l -x)2’ 
Proof. For convergence we use the ratio test. If a,, = r,+J(n + l)m then using 
2.1(b), we get 
n 
a n--l -a, =- 
n + 1 ( 
a,_2 - anB1 
) 
1 
+ 
a,-1a,_2 n(n + l)an_2 ’ 
whence it follows by induction that a, is decreasing. But a, > 0 for all n, so 
a = lim,,, a,, exists. By 2.1(b), we have a = 2 - l/a and so a = 1. 
Again using 2.1(b), it follows that (2 - x)(d/dx)(xr(x)) = r’(x), and so 
r’(x)/r(x) = (2 - x)/(1 - x)~. Thus, r(x) = e x’(l--x)/( 1 - x), since the initial condi- 
tions here are r(0) = 1 and r’(0) = 2. Cl 
Remark. If & denotes the nth Laguerre polynomial, then by the formula on page 
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116 of [I], c,“=O &(1)/n! = ex’(‘-“). Thus, we obtain the curious formula 
G 42-l 
Z-(n-l)! 
= &(I). 
3. Order decreasing, iqjective partial functions 
For n 3 0, let 
%l={f 4lIfW < Q for all Q E Domain(f)} 
and let b, = I%,& Also let Z&i = {f E !JBn 1 IDomain(f)l = i) and b,,i = I9?,J. 
Proposition 3.1. 
(a) bn,, = b,,, = 1 for n 2 0. 
(b) bO=l and bI=2. 
(c) b,, = 2b,,_, + C~Z,, (n - i - l)b,_I,i for n 22. 
(d) bn,i = (n - i + 1)6,-1,i-1+ bn-1.i for n > i > 0. 
Proof. (a) and (b) are obvious. So consider (c). Let 9 denote the linearly ordered 
set of n elements and let x E 0 be the smallest element. Then 
b, = b,+ + b,_I + yn+ 
where (5) 
Yn-l=I{fE~~If(y)=xforsomeyfx}l 
and b,+ = I{f E 9tIn If(x) =x)1 = I{f E 9?n 1 x $ Range(f)}(. Now by partitioning 
the set in the definition of Y~-~ by domain size, we see that 
n-2 
Yn-1= C( n - i - l)b,-1.i. (6) 
i=O 
So (c) follows from (5) and (6). 
For (d), simply notice that b,,i = b,-l,i-l+ b,-l,i + (n - l)bn_l,i_l since 
b n-l,i-l= !{f E %,i If(xJ =x)19 
b - = I {f E %,i 1 x $ Ran&f )I, and ?Z-1,t 
tn - i)bn-l,i-l = I(f E 93n,i I X =f(y) for some y #x)1. 0 
as&ion 3.2. Define a sequence of polynomials pi(x) recursively, as follows : 
pi(x) =x, and 
pi(X) = (X + l)pj-l(X) +pj-1(X + 1) for j 3 2. 
Then b, - 2b, -1 = CyZd pi(l). 
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ProoK Let n a 2 be given. We shall prove that 
b, - 2 = ig pi(l) + ngl pi(k)b,-i,,-i-k (7) 
j=l k=l 
for a!l 1 G i G n - 1, By 3.1(c), (7) holds for i = 1. Suppose now that (7) holds for 
some 1SiSn - 2. Then by 3.1(d) we obtain 
b, - 2b,,-, =y pj(l)+pi(n - 1) 
j=l 
n-(i+f) 
+ C pi(k)((k + l)bn-(i+l).n-(i+l)-k + bn-(i+l) n-i-k) I 
k=l 
=pi(n - 1) + is pj(l) +pi(l) -pi(n - i) 
j=l 
n-(i+l) 
+ c (fk + l)pdk) +pdk + l))bn-(i+l),n-(i+l)-k 
k=l 
(i+l)-1 
= c Pj(l) + n-,l)pi+l(k)brz-(i+l),n-(i+l)-k 
j=l k=l 
and so induction on i establishes (7) for all 1s i G n - 1. When i = n - 1, we 
obtain b, - 2b,+ = CyZfpj(l) +pn-l(l) = ~~Z~pj(l), as required. Cl 
Proposition 3.3. Let &(t) = ee’-ler(x+l)(e’ +x - 1) and expand ex as 
for appropriate functions q,,. Then qn(x) = p,(x) for all n 2 1. 
Proof. By direct computation, @i(t) = (x + l)qbx(t) + #x+l(t). Hence, 
00 qrl+&) c 
n=l (n - I)! 
P-l = (x + 1) nzl (“y!), P-l + n$l y’” ;,t)r^l, 
n- . n- . 
and so 41(x) = #x(o) =x = pdx), and qn+&) = (x + l)q&) + q& + 1). m 
Define b(x) = Cyzi (bJ(n + l)!) x’? 
‘IYheorem 3.4. b(x) = eexel - 1. 
Proof. From the definition of p,(x) for n 3 2, we obtain that ~~(0) =pi(O) + 
&’ pj(l) for each 1 c i G n - 1. For i = 1 we then obtain p,(O) = z;Z: pi(l) and 
so by 3.2 we have 
b,=2b,_,+p,(O)forn*2, (8) 
with b0 = 1, bI = 2. 
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Let C(X) = &#,ln!)x”. Then from 3.3 and (8), we get c’(x) - 2c(x) = 
ex(ex - I)e@-*. Solving this equation in the usual way we obtain C(X) = eti+X-l. 
From this, our result follows easily. Cl 
Note. By repeatedly differentiating (l/e) Cl=0 e-/m! - 1 we obtain the formula 
1 m mn+l 
bn=; c 7 
m=l l 
originally due to Kozniowski, in the context of Bell numbers (see 3.5 and 3.6). 
Remark 3.5. Anyc,le familiar with partitions and Bell numbers may recognize 
b(x) as the generating function ~~=&‘,/Pz!)x” where pII is the number of 
partitions of a set with n elements. Thus, perhaps unexpectedly, we get pla+ 1= 6,. 
We leave the reader with the following exercise: Find a canonical bijection 
between 9& and iP(n + l), the set of partitions of a set of n + 1 elements. 
Remark 3.6. If we choose to evaluate 6, by means of the formula 6, = &, b,,i, 
it is convenient to define an,i = bn,n-_i for 0 s i s n. Then 3.1(a), (d) yields the 
recursive formulation 
QI n.n =a n,O = 1 for n 2 0, and 
Qr n+l.i -= cYn,i-1 +(i+l)an,i for l&St2 
and, of course, we have 
b, = 2 K2.i. 
i=O 
Notice that the en,is are the Sterling numbers of the second kind, which arise in 
the study of partitions (see 3.5). The following table records the first six cases. 
i 
\ n 0 1 2 3 4 5 k 
0 1 1 
1 1 1 2 
2 1 3 1 5 
3 1 7 6 1 15 
4 1 15 25 10 1 52 
5 1 31 90 65 15 1 203 
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